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 Disrupts Tourist flights to Sicily (IT), Volcano Etna Erupt.
Volcano Etna Erupt in Italy

Catania, 18.06.2014, 09:33 Time

USPA NEWS - Europe's most active volcano once more showed her might on Sunday by spewing ash and lava, causing the closure
of an airport in Catania (Sicily), Italy. The volcano made a spectacular air show as it provided a pyrotechnic display made up of molten
lava and sent ash plume into the sky. 

Flights into and out of the Italian city of Catania have been disrupted by the eruption of Mt Etna, Europe´s most active volcano. This
latest eruption began on Sunday and was the first major activity this year. Most of the activity came from a crater on the south-east
side of the mountain. Since 1987 the volcano and its slopes have been designated a national park, with mountain refuges and trails
provided for hikers who want to get up close to the volcano´s pyrotechnic activity. The cone-shaped, 3350m-high volcano is coated in
snow during the winter. Etna is found in eastern Sicily between Catania and Taormina, a popular tourist town. Etna was also active in
ancient times and was used as a night beacon by sailors in the Mediterranean.

Etna volcano.

Etna is the largest and tallest volcano of Europe, and one of the most active volcanoes on the Earth. Its eruptions occur both at the
summit, where currently there are four crateres, and from its flanks, down to a few hundred meters above the sea-level. Summit
activity can go on virtually continuously for many years or even decades (e.g., 1955-1971; 1995-2001), but it also often occurs during
the intervals between flank eruptions. Such intervals can last from few months to more than 20 years, although in the past 40 years the
average interval between flank eruptions has been only about 2 years. The duration of a flank eruption can be as short as a few hours,
but in some cases exceed one year (1991-1993: 472 days; 2008-2009: 419 days).
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